Homework 0
Goodbye, Pluto!

1 Overview

Your task in this homework—which is worth no Blugolds—is to setup your repository and Eclipse configuration and to acclimate yourself to the SpecChecker grading tools.

2 Requirements

Your solution is to meet the following specification:

1. Write all code in your fork of the class Bitbucket project, in package hw0.
2. Write a class Greeter that has the following:
   (a) Method main, which prints the message “Goodbye, Pluto!” to the console. Be exact.

3 Submission

This homework is checked by a SpecChecker. To check and submit your work:

1. Expand Referenced Libraries in Eclipse’s Package Explorer to reveal specchecker_hw0.jar.
2. Run the SpecChecker as a Java Application (not a JUnit Test) and fix problems until all tests pass.
3. Commit and push your work to your repository.